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ABSTRACT
Beside reminiscing, the increasing cognitive decline in dementia can also be addressed through sensory stimulation allowing the immediate, nonverbal engagement with the world through one’s senses. Much HCI work has prioritized cognitive stimulation for reminiscing or personhood often on small screens, while less research has explored sensory stimulation like the one enabled by large displays. We describe a year-long deployment in a residential care home of a wall-sized display, and explored its domestication through 24 contextual interviews. Findings indicate strong engagement and attachment to the display which has inspired four psychosocial interventions using online generic content. We discuss the value of these findings for personhood through residents’ exercise of choices, the tension between generic/personal content and its public/private use, the importance of participatory research approach to domestication, and the infrastructure-based prototype, illustrated by the DementiaWall and its generative quality.
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INTRODUCTION
Dementia is a progressive syndrome impairing cognitive functions alongside sensory loss, deterioration of emotion regulation or social behavior, and represents the major cause of dependency in older adults [1]. The WHO [68] report that almost 50 million people worldwide live with dementia, a number that is expected to double every two decades. In addition to pharmacological interventions, studies have shown complementary value in psychosocial ones, particularly in care homes where residents are likely to benefit from increased stimulation [51]. The need for stimulation in dementia is also supported by the retrogenesis process [79] indicating that the degenerative stages of dementia map key aspects of Piaget’s developmental stages [72] albeit in reverse order. Reviews of psychosocial interventions indicate the effectiveness of person-centered care through social contact [16, 59]; recreational [100], and relaxation activities [16], and in particular cognitive [100] and sensory stimulation [16, 59, 100] through music [107] and light therapy [107], somatic practices [107, 59] or multisensory interventions [59]. In addition to emotional benefits, psychosocial interventions also mitigate behavioral symptoms of dementia such as agitation or wandering [107].

The significant costs of dementia care have also led to a growing interest in the development of technologies, from assistive ones extending independent living and aging in place [90, 114] to memory technologies [41, 57, 91, 105, 122]. Much of this work leverages communication, tangible, or tracking technologies but less so wall-sized displays. We argue that such displays offer stimulation affordances for an increased sense of presence, immersion, arousal, memory and enjoyment [13, 60, 78, 80, 92] whose value for supporting stimulation in dementia care may be particularly useful to explore. The advances of HCI research on large displays [21, 82, 108, 109] coupled with the state-of-the-art of these technologies are now ripe to be exploited for robust deployment in sensitive settings like dementia care homes. This work aims to explore the fea-
sibility and domestication of the DementiaWall, a wall-sized display deployed for one year in a residential care home to inspire novel informal psychosocial interventions. This was explored through observation, contextual interviews and analysis of logged usage data. To achieve this aim, we focused on three research questions:

(i) How do wall-sized displays become domesticated or integrated in residential care homes and their residents’ lives?
(ii) What types of media content is relevant for such displays?
(iii) What informal psychosocial interventions do they inspire?

The main contributions of this work include (i) fresh understandings of how domestication of this technology takes place in sensitive settings; (ii) novel psychosocial interventions leveraging the wall-sized displays’ affordances; and (iii) infrastructure-based prototype as a new way to uncover needs in sensitive settings, involving the decoupling of display’s hardware and software from its media content.

RELATED WORK

Our research draws on prior work on the application of HCI to aging and dementia, particularly in sensitive settings, and on the use of large displays. The intersection of these domains has received little attention to date.

HCI Research on Aging and Dementia

HCI research in this space has focused broadly on supporting memory and reminiscing, social communication, and sense of identity of older people. A wealth of HCI work has looked into the value of digital memory cues enabled by technologies such as lifelogging [41, 101], photos [91, 101], videos [56], ambient displays [23], or tangible artifacts [71, 112] for remembering [113] or forgetting [96, 98]. Most research has focused on adults’ personal or family memory archives, with less work exploring memories of older people. A noticeable exception is work on the wearable SenseCam, showing its value for older people experiencing memory impairment [41, 57]. Additional research for supporting older people’s reminiscence includes tangible objects such as Living Memory Box [105] or digitally augmented scrapbooks like Memento [122]. Apart from cuing autobiographical memories in general, other work has started to explore how people can craft such cues [99, 91] for autobiographical memories, as well as for self-defining ones playing a key role in personhood [89].

Another relevant HCI area has focused on supporting older people’s need to share stories. The sharing of personal stories [20, 53] has been explored through digital collages such as Multimedia Biographies [20], and ambient displays showing life review and SenseCam’s photos [20]. Insights from these systems indicate that besides its emotional benefits, sharing stories with loved ones also supports reminiscing and strengthens the sense of self [20, 49]. A specific body of HCI work has begun to explore the construct of personhood, and how people with dementia can be involved in co-design through craft or art [117, 55, 54]. For instance, Crabtree et al. employed a variant of cultural probes to explore the needs of people living in care settings [19], while Wallace et al. [118] developed design probes to co-design digital jewelry with people living with dementia, which in turn supported their sense of self, reminiscing, and social relationships with loved ones.

HCI Research on Dementia in Sensitive Settings

Outside of older people’s own homes (i.e., for independent living), sensitive settings [119] such as hospitals [117], hospices [95], or care homes [55, 58, 66] have received limited attention. Exceptions include Portrait [120], a touchscreen interface exploring personal interests of people living with dementia to support staff in care home engage in personalized conversations. The distinction between such personally-relevant, and generic reminiscing material has been explicitly made, for example in CIRCA [2], a touchscreen interface providing generic multimedia content under themes of recreation, entertainment and local history. Their findings indicate that the value of generic content relies on its ability to stimulate personal memories, while follow-up work exploring both personal and generic content has shown users’ preference for the former [87]. Personal content however can be difficult to source in care home settings so that online content sourced from YouTube or Wikipedia to reflect residents’ personal interests has been found to be also cognitively stimulating, albeit difficult to see on small screens [3]. While institutional settings offer ample opportunities for group-based interventions, these have been less explored in HCI [3]. One exception focuses on group reminiscing therapy [123] for social interaction and cognitive stimulation [104] consisting of videos shown on a large flat screen, informed by patients’ interests and sourced from YouTube, that contributed to increased wellbeing, communication and engagement [69].

Research on dementia and associated sensory loss in the ability to detect movement, colors and contrast, or for peripheral vision [6] has shown the value of multisensory, embodied experiences [15, 61] and of understanding subtle ways in which people with dementia engage [54] for instance with music [66, 81].

Large & Public Displays: Experience and Engagement

The inclusion of digital displays as part of our everyday surroundings, predicted in Weiser’s early visions of ubiquitous computing [121], has become a reality impacting significantly users’ experience and engagement. Large displays as desktop monitors have been shown to impact task performance [82, 21] due to peripheral awareness [21], and immersion [108, 109]. In contrast, the deployment of public displays has been shown to support a larger range of functions from social communication and awareness to civic engagement, by addressing the needs of passive or active engagement and discovery, already afforded by public spaces [65].

However, public displays that are shared for public viewing of media content differ fundamentally from private devices in their broader interaction models [27, 28, 52], raising interesting issues regarding adoption and attachment [22]. Indeed, despite these benefits, findings on public displays have consistently shown limited user engagement [12, 46] and adoption [14]. In their review of the challenges associated with large displays, Huang et al. [46] identified their size (which demands novel interactions) and their public nature (no personal ownership, public audience) as key. They suggested addressing these challenges through the provision of evident user value,
support for different functions, easy interaction and ability to observe others, as well as through champions for engagement. Even when engagement is identified, its duration matters. In their review of novelty effect of large displays’ deployment, Kock et al. [50] made the distinction between initial novelty immediately following deployment, and recurring novelty due to follow-up changes. They suggest that the former can last between 1 and 6 months, while the latter may last several weeks, and that the duration of the novelty effect depends on two set of factors pertaining to users such as skills, intrinsic motivation to use, relevance to their activity, number of users and their frequency of use; and pertaining to follow-up changes such as magnitude and frequency of change, presentation of content, ways of capturing attention, and collaborative development.

The impact of large screens on user’s experience has also been explored mostly in media research indicating increased attention and arousal [13, 75, 76, 26] due to the novelty of images appearing closer or larger than in real life, and even more so if movement is involved [75]. Screen size can both elicit and regulate arousal, with small screens supporting calming down [75]. In contrast, larger screens lead to increased arousal, often associated with better memory recall [78, 96], embodiment [7], enjoyment [60, 77, 80] particularly when the displayed content is favored [60], immersion (as the degree to which mediated information dominates viewers’ senses and attention), and sense of presence (or viewers’ becoming absorbed in the mediated narrative, feeling present in its world) [34, 88, 93].

To conclude, to date, HCI work has largely focused on support for reminiscing, social communication, and sense of identity, predominantly in home settings, with personally relevant content shown on touchscreens. Despite findings indicating that viewing of personal content on small screens can be problematic in cognitive stimulation activities such as group reminiscing in dementia care homes [48, 81], large displays have received limited use in these settings.

CONTEXT

Our project took place in a family-own residential care home in an English town. It is located in a Victorian house with three large rooms for social activities and surrounding small gardens offering award winning personalized care to its residents. As described by one participant it is like “the Best Western country hotel; it hasn’t got really a care home feel; [but more] like you could be coming to somebody’s lounge, or when you go up the stairs it’s like you have been in a hotel” [F4]. The home provides care to up to 25 female residents, 21 when the study started, most older than eighty years and who could no longer live independently. Each resident has her own private room where they are surrounded by familiar objects mostly photos, household items, or small pieces of furniture.

The three large rooms on the ground floors are where most residents spend their days. The largest room is furnished with dining tables and chairs throughout, as well as armchairs near the windows, serving both dining and activity functions. The space is configured to allow for easy movement as wheelchairs are used by a few residents. This room does not have TV but benefits from a radio and media player, and also has a small fish tank. The second room is smaller, furnished as a seating room with a TV which is seldom watched as residents and their visitors prefer to use this room for intimate conversations. The third room is longer and partly darker, furnished with chairs and armchairs placed around its perimeter.

With respect to daily routines, the three main meals are served at fixed times with snacks being offered throughout the day. Residents are given the option of choosing their meal from a menu. There are at least two structured activities each day such as group reminiscing or crafts, one in the morning and one in the afternoon, as well as informal ones such as one-to-one reminiscing as needed by residents. In small numbers, residents are supported to join the food preparation in the kitchen, and sometimes helped to prepare food from their own cultural heritage. Residents are also assisted to take short trips to the town or the local church. When activities are not conducted, residents tend to sit, have occasional small conversations, or fall asleep. The level of energy in the main room is often regulated by the care staff through music. A chaplain visits once per week providing mass and additional pastoral care, and the residents also benefit from weekly hairdressing services. After dinner, most residents go to their rooms while during the night, a nurse checks on the well-being of each resident.

METHODOLOGY

The aim of our work is to explore the feasibility of wall-sized displays for dementia care in a residential home. The specific affordances of large displays for increased enjoyment [60, 77, 80], arousal [13, 26, 76, 75], memory [78], immersion and sense of presence [34, 60, 80, 88, 93], and for regulating arousal [75] offer untapped potential to address sensorial loss and limited stimulation in dementia. Large displays could also support reminiscing, through both generic [2] and personally relevant content [3, 69]. Apart from the above rationale, our project also builds on the owners’ strong interest in experimenting and adopting novel technologies to improve their provision of care. Prior to this project, they collaborated with a university to create a tablet-based technology similar to Portrait [120] whereby residents’ profiles and interests were shared to support care staff engage in personalized conversations.

These considerations have led to the design and deployment of the DementiaWall, a wall-sized display that could be used to show both generic and personalized content, and therefore to inform the co-design of informal interventions for sensory stimulation and collective reminiscing. While we initially framed our research as researcher-led, what we have noticed was that this was gradually reshaped, taking on aspects of participatory design and research [70]. This was reflected in owners’ and care staff’s enthusiasm to employ their professional expertise in order to source online content for residents’ needs. This shift provided us the opportunity to explore these emerging practices around the DementiaWall, and by adopting the tenets of participatory research, as researchers we contributed to the co-design of interventions albeit by deliberately supporting the care staff leading it instead of leading ourselves.

The DementiaWall shares similarities with ubiquitous prototypes such as public displays which through their complex large scale infrastructure and long term deployment [84, 62] for continuous use [24] are radically different than prototypes...
of personal technologies. However, while ubiquitous prototypes require continuous provision of high quality content which researchers are challenged to generate and curate [106], the DementiaWall differs through its ability to decouple the hardware/software infrastructure from the media content. In turn, this allowed the decoupling of expertise: technical competency required for setting up and maintaining it, and care staff’s skills for sourcing online content in order to design and deliver interventions. We call this prototype an infrastructure-based prototype and explored its qualities.

**DementiaWall: System Description**

The DementiaWall prototype comprises of nine high quality screens designed for near-continuous operation with wide viewing angles, custom trussing, a Windows 10 computer, stereo speaker system, and a wireless keyboard with track-pad. Each screen is daisy chained and configured so the computer can treat them as one screen output. The screens (each 121cm x 68cm) are arranged in a 3x3 grid with the rightmost column placed perpendicular to the others, creating an ‘L’ shape [Figure 1]. The longest edge is therefore 242cm wide and the shorter 121cm; the height of the display is 204cm. Because the DementiaWall was a bespoke and unfamiliar platform for staff, we provided a familiar interface for interacting with it: a standard Google Chrome web browser installed. The data on the use of the DementiaWall was captured through a system logger, namely the use of web-content and any other applications such as Windows Media Player.

**Longitudinal Study**

The study took place over a year-long deployment throughout which the research team engaged in regular, quarterly visits. The system has been left in the care home to continue the relationship with its staff, residents and family members. Given the vulnerability of their users, in such sensitive settings it is imperative to not rush into the deployment of novel technologies [19]. Therefore, before deployment, we had extensive conversations with the owners, who are both managers and care staff, regarding the displays’ size, shape, and placement.

The study consisted of ethnographic observation and semi-structured interviews to explore the use and experience of the wall-sized display, the psychosocial interventions it inspired, their perceived benefits, and ways in which the display has impacted on the care homes’ routines and practices. Throughout the study, we interviewed 24 participants: nine interviews included twelve family members [F1-F12] (9 adult children, 3 adult children-in-law; 8 female, 4 male); eleven were conducted with staff [S1-S11] (5 female, 6 male), and one with a resident who was able to provide informed consent [R1]. Interview analysis was completed using Atlas/ti software [35] which led to 662 quotes being associated to 505 codes refined down to 31 thematic concepts through a hybrid approach of coding and theme development [31]. Informed by prior work we developed a conceptual framework that provided initial codes, namely types of psychosocial interventions such as those supporting the need for stimulation, role of technology for group reminiscing, social communication and personhood, generic and personal content. This was refined from interview data as new codes emerged on the specific categories of content, and the process of domesticating the wall-sized display. The themes were discussed among researchers to reach consensus.

**FINDINGS**

**Overall Experience and Engagement with DementiaWall**

Log data indicates that the DementiaWall was used most days (79%), and predominantly on weekdays (93.5% of all weekdays, and 39.4% of all weekends). Early months average around 8 hours of daily use (9am to 5pm), which drops to around 5 – 6 hours after the fourth month (with the lowest use occurring over winter months and then increases back to 8 hours towards the end of the year (when there is also more frequent use after 8pm) [Figure 2]. This extended late use was due to the identified benefit for residents’ behaviour needs in the evening: “we now leave [it] on, in the evenings as well, because the advantages [for the residents], who may be bit tired and agitated” [S2].

The active engagement with DementiaWall throughout the informal interventions it enabled, has also been reflected in increased use of the room and its occupancy by both residents and visiting families, as it become integrated in residents’ and visitors’ routines: “families are saying ‘let’s go into the room with the big screen’ when they come to visit, they like to go in there [and] enjoy the scenes” [S7]. As we detail later, this engagement relates to the four informal interventions inspired by the display and their perceived specific benefits for residents’ wellbeing through increased sensory, cognitive, and social stimulation, and in particular mood and behavior regulation: “I think we all agree, that screen is just lovely for the ladies” [F3], “it is amazing” [F2], “very good […] it settles them down [residents experiencing agitation]” [R1]. In turn, this led to a significant outcome regarding strong attachment to the DementiaWall, expressed by most participants. In particular, without prompting, three participants expressed concerns for not it can be made smaller” [F7]. These outcomes are

![Figure 2: DementiaWall use: monthly averages of the daily start, and end times](image)
**DOMESTICATION OF DEMENTIAWALL**

We now look at how DementiaWall impacted on the residential care home, both in terms of the house itself, and the care practices. Originated in media research, *domestication* describes how media technologies become part of people’s lives from the stage of acquisition and placement into the home, to their integration in household’s routines; a process entailing double adaptation: of technology to the home, and of the home to technology [102]. While much work has focused on families and their homes as sites for domestication [9], its exploration in the context of old age and dementia has been limited, although recent work suggests care staff’s challenges of using and maintaining assistive technologies deployed in older people’s homes due to lack of skills and time [85]. Our findings indicate five domestication activities: **setting up and maintaining** the DementiaWall, plus three interrelated activities pertaining to the co-design of informal interventions, namely sourcing media content, exploring the coupling between content and the stimulation needs of those with dementia, and monitoring interventions’ impact [Figure 3]. Each activity involved different configurations of social actors with the care staff driving the co-design stage.

### Digital Plumbing: Setting up & Maintaining DementiaWall

The setup and maintenance work required from owners before using novel technologies in their homes has been described as *digital plumbing* [111] but has received limited consideration in sensitive settings. However, the deployment of technologies, and in particular ubiquitous ones, requires much care in sensitive settings [83]. Thus, together with the owners, we made careful choices regarding the placement, size, and shape of the display while sensitively informing both residents and families of the planned deployment. Regarding placement, the choice of the lounge was made after much consideration: this room was previously used for group reminiscing – a screen projector created a temporary display but the resulting image quality was unsatisfactory. Despite such occasional use, this room lacked a clearly defined function: “it didn’t have specific purpose [and now] there is something for people to go in there for [...] We have the advantage of having different spaces [...] so, people have choice really, in what mood they are in, or what they want to do” [S1]. While one end of the room was bright due to the presence of two large windows, the size and shape meant that the entrance was dark and thus a large display could act as a focal point while avoiding glare. As a result: “[the room is] utilized a lot more now, definitely [...] some of them go in there and then be there for ages” [S6]. The shape and size of DementiaWall evolved (prior to placement) through conversations with the owners, from a flat, two screen high display, towards a partially immersive, three screen high display in a ‘L’ shape expected to support more stimulating and immersive experiences: “wrapping around a little bit, that’s very nice [...] I don’t think any bigger in that room, would be particularly good, and I don’t think it would be good to be in a different space either” [S5].

We know that technologies are more likely to be domesticated if they fit rather than disrupt the house’s infrastructure [110] identified as consisting of three layers: *Stuff* or moveable objects; *Space* or walls, windows, doors’ layout; and *Service* of utilities and communication technologies. Setting up involved significant alterations at *Space* layer to ensure screens’ secure mounting and their precise alignment to create a video wall. While the mounting was concealed behind the display, the changes at the *Space* layer were not, given the new look of the room hosting the DementiaWall. The set-up did not involve alterations at *Service* layer, although towards the end of the year the need for upgrading internet service to fiber optic for better streaming of content has been identified, while the changes at *Stuff* layer were minimal, involving the orientation of chairs and armchairs in the room towards the display. An interesting outcome is owners’ envisaged ways of further extending the DementiaWall through additional alterations to the *Space* layer by increasing its height up to the ceiling, and integrating surrounding sound or ambient light: “[so that when] people are getting anxious [...] we have soothing colours, and natural scents [...] more conductive [to sensorial experiences]” [S7].

With regard to maintenance, as researchers, we provided remote support comprising of a combination of remote desktop access (Teamviewer) and over-the-phone/email troubleshooting. However, the use of robust ubiquitous technology and simple interface for interacting with the DementiaWall has ensured ease of use, with only minor maintenance issues regarding getting all 9 of the displays to turn on at the same time, due to inappropriate shutting down.

### Co-designing Informal Interventions

A key finding is the underlying theme of personhood informing the overall approach to dementia care in three important ways, through both traditional interventions and novel ones inspired by the DementiaWall. First, is the care staff’s rich knowledge of residents’ lives and interests also supported by an in-house technology like Portrait [120]: “we know [our] ladies [and we] can tell if somebody is not happy [allowing us] going in their world, whatever their world happens to be today [because] it might be different tomorrow” [S2]. Second, is the abundance of activities supporting such interests from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital plumbing</th>
<th>Co-designing informal interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setting up</td>
<td>Sourcing content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining</td>
<td>Exploring content types for dementia needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>researchers</td>
<td>Monitoring impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residents</td>
<td>care staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>families</td>
<td>families</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Two stages of digital plumbing and co-designing interventions (1st row), their activities (2nd row), and social actors (3rd row) involved in the DementiaWall’s domestication (Icons: ©Freepik ©Good Ware)
Figure 4: Word clouds of displayed YouTube content across the three main categories: nature (left), entertainment (middle), and lived life (right), relevant to three of the informal psychosocial interventions inspired by the DementiaWall: nature-inspired, “seen” music, and reminiscing, respectively.

one-to-one reminiscing to cooking, baking, flower potting, listening to music, interacting with visiting children, singing or dancing: “they do a lot of other activities as well as that [the DementiaWall]” [F5]. Third, is the pervasive practice of providing choice: of activities, meals, entertainment, clothing, room decoration. In turn, we have many accounts of residents’ improved physical and emotional wellbeing like in this illustrative quote:

“it was very hard to get her to eat […] I bought her in on Friday, and phoned Saturday afternoon [spoke to the chef who] said ‘who, Jessica? Isn’t she lovely? I’ve met her this morning when I went in, to see what she wanted for breakfast […] she asked for porridge and a cup of tea […] and am saying: ‘She asked for [this]? She spoke?! […] and she’s carried on […] went from size 6 [to] size 12” [F1].

The provision of informed choice has been consistently mentioned with regard to the DementiaWall, from the choice to be in the room: “I would, by default, put a relaxing [video], because that’s quite nice just for people to come in. Sometimes, [they do but] not always” [S2], the choice to experience immersion: “what’s great about that screen is that if they just turned away from [it], they are not immersed in it. It’s optional” [S1], to the choice of films or videos: “we just asked people what they would like ” [S7]. In addition, all the displayed content was tailored to residents’ immediate needs which could further strengthen personhood. The domestication of the DementiaWall through the design of novel interventions has led to new routines for the care staff such as sourcing online content, exploring its value for residents’ stimulation needs, and monitoring their impact.

Sourcing Online Media Content for the DementiaWall
The displayed media content was predominantly videos, most from online sources. Indeed, from the 2344 captured interactions with the DementiaWall, 2199 related to the use of Chrome - confirming thus that most of the content was streamed from websites, predominantly YouTube (79%) and BBC iPlayer (2%). As captured data indicates, typically an average of six items of media content were displayed daily. Local videos played using Windows Media Player or similar applications accounted for 3% of content as did the Windows DVD player. Photos viewed using the Windows photo viewer represented less than 1%. Interview data revealed the following categories of video content (whose typical duration ranged between one to three hours) in decreasing order of use: nature based content (seaside, forests, countryside, flowers, foliage, birds), entertainment (films, music, dance, sports), past lived life (tools and activities, documentaries), inhabited places (cities and buildings), and photos. These categories highlight two important insights. First, the predominance of nature based content has been seldom used in HCI research for dementia, despite findings on the restorative value of nature [16]. Second, the limited use of photos is surprising, given the extensive use of media biographies in dementia care [20, 120], and the increased value of personalized content [2, 3, 87]. Apart from online, the content shown on the DementiaWall was occasionally sourced from DVDs, and less from residents’ photos.

These video categories were also revealed by the log data indicating that the most often shown media content (top 20 items) included nature (relaxing countryside, nature sounds of forest, stunning nature, and beaches), ballroom dancing and music (classical, relaxing instrumental), sport (golf). In addition, we also conducted a content analysis of over half of the 1,333 unique YouTube videos that were played through the study. For each video, the default YouTube screenshot was automatically generated and three coders worked together to tag a randomly selected subset of just over half the images (n=757) across categories such as landscapes, natural objects, man-made objects, sport, genre and decade (of music, film or TV). Figure 4 shows the word clouds for the three main categories of content identified based on interview data, and relevant for three of the four informal psychosocial interventions inspired by the DementiaWall. The fourth intervention of mediated staged experiences has been supported mostly by
exploring content types for distinct stimulation needs

Outcomes indicate that the care staff successfully engaged in creative exploration of the DementiaWall, in order to design novel interventions: “we try to see the benefits [of new interventions] and [use staff’s] imagination [to] do activities [...] have got a few carriers that come up with ideas [...] prompted [by] the screen [...] I think that we have become more creative realizing more things that you could do like [...] getting them iPad or sport scenes” [S7]. This quote from one of the care home owners highlights two important things. First, the DementiaWall is open to all for exploration, that is actively encouraged by the owners, and second, its long-term use has allowed for more innovative interventions to be designed, and as observed to also extend to more innovation in the offline interventions. Another significant outcome is that this democratic engagement with the DementiaWall has also been extended to include family members who have deliberately started to take on the role of curators of personally relevant media content. Such content consists of photos of significance for their loved ones to be displayed on the DementiaWall by care staff, either in family restricted settings, or with other residents: “Mom has never been to Rome but she knows all the artists [...] So I’m actually going to bring some pictures and put them on the screen and talk to the other ladies as well about how it is to be in Rome” [F8]. This intention to show personalized content on DementiaWall is important, aligning with the emerging trend towards personalizable displays [S5] yet contrasting with existing privacy mechanisms aimed to ensure tight control over residents’ photos on tablet-based technology [S9]: “we have agreements with residents and their families [regarding confidentiality]” [S9].

Monitoring Interventions’ Impact

The participatory research approach to the co-design of informal interventions has become particularly relevant in the care staff’s monitoring of the value of the display and its content for supporting residents’ wellbeing: “it is experimental really [...] figuring out what works, what doesn’t. We can change it day to day, if we see something works marvelously one time, and then the next time it doesn’t work at all, because people change [...] different moods on different days” [S5]. The importance to attend to the residents’ needs in the moment requires an agile, explorative approach of different types of content for specific needs from alleviating agitation to supporting social connection: “so she walks around [and] we found something on the screens that she likes: ballroom dancing. But, lately she’s gone off from that, so we’ll have to find something else that triggers that. We don’t have a specific thing” [S3]. In other words, the care staff has developed a range of interventions which they continue to refine and personalize through specific media content as described in the following section.

Psychosocial Interventions Facilitated by DementiaWall

DementiaWall has inspired four types of informal psychosocial intervention leveraging specific media content to support sensory, emotional, social, and cognitive stimulation. While interventions supporting cognitive stimulation for reminiscing and sensory stimulation through music [104, 123] are somehow less surprising, we argue for the novelty of the others and start with their descriptions, highlighting also all interventions impact on residents’ and visiting families’ routines.

Nature-inspired Media: Mood and Behavior Regulation

An important outcome is the value of nature-based content shown on the DementiaWall for mood regulation, particularly videos of seascape and forest landscapes. Almost all participants mentioned the importance of videos showing sunny white beaches, and waves breaking gently on the shore, to help residents in agitated states to calm down and relax (Figure 1).

“It is really beneficial and very attractive [as] with severe dementia, there is a lot of walking, so that [one resident] almost exhausts herself, [but with] the right image she would relax [almost instantaneously]: shoulders would drop and she would sit and look at the screen [...] flowers and beach, sea, moving water [...] moving foliage, natural things. Yes, really very calming. [...] and it might only be for 5, 10 minutes before she remembered she was walking. But it was 10 minutes of relaxation, she wouldn’t have otherwise” [S5]. This illustrative quote also highlights the important aspect of nature-based movement and its qualities: “you’ve got a brook with running water [...] and that’s the only movement in the scene; quite therapeutic” [S1]. Natural, rhythmic movements and sound (e.g. ocean or sea waves) were strongly valued. Such content-related findings provide a more nuanced understanding of the restorative value of nature in dementia [16]. We now compare these nature-based interventions on the DementiaWall with the traditional nature-based ones taking place in the care home such as flower potting, or time spent in the garden. Although enjoyable, the latter are less frequent, being season- or weather-dependent. In contrast, the DementiaWall is used most days, and particularly important, for the specific benefits of reducing agitation. Arguably, even more important is that it provides increased immersion and enjoyment from perceiving “real size” [60] videos of, not directly accessible, relaxing nature: “I think they are very good and very relaxing especially some of the beach scenes, the woodland scenes [...] when I came in yesterday, mom was in there watching” [F3], and also by one of the residents: “you need to see Australia [beach videos] it’s always hot and sunny, and that makes us all...relaxed. I think it’s definitely therapeutic [...] the sound of moving water as well” [R1].

Mediated Staged Experiences: Sensory & Social Stimulation

An important finding is the innovative use of the DementiaWall for imbuing performative qualities to daily life experiences such as those of being in the cinema, restaurant, or church: “We have cinema afternoons: [we show old movies and] dress up as majorettes and have the hats, popcorins, and ice cream to sell [it is] atmospheric. [We] put curtain up, and they have to enter through [and exchange tickets] as if you went in a proper cinema [...] interesting thing is that some people who would want to go to toilet every 2 or 3 minutes, they are not for long period [but] really engaged [in the] atmosphere” [S7]. Besides immersion “because [the DementiaWall] is wrapped around [it feels like] you are there, you are part of it” [S1], similar quotes reported changes in residents’ behaviour
through engagement in intentionally designed multisensory experiences that bring people back in time: “she was concentrated [...] it was an interesting flick to that atmosphere [so] we are seeing additional benefits” [F7]. The shown movies, some suggested by residents, facilitate enjoyment and often remembering: “one of the ladies [suggested King’s Speech movie] which is a good one because it’s got a lot of their time, you know the war, and they would remember all this” [S1]. However, instead of relying on conversation for reminiscing, these experience based interventions prioritize sensory and social stimulation, offering opportunities for novel social exchanges, or what F7 called moments of “comfortable silence, while we are all normally watching the screen”, further detailed by F8: “is a bit liberating when you can actually sit and [...] we don’t have to be talking; just watch in a relaxed atmosphere [...] we’ll...more relaxing, she enjoys the visits better”. This suggests that social stimulation afforded by these interventions is beneficial for both residents and their families, as reflected in their increased participation: “there must have been 15 people in there [...] surprisingly a high number” [S9].

Other staged experiences are those of Sunday mass: “we have used the screen [...] for Communion service sometimes [with] the image [on the DementiaWall from] inside of church [...] so for them it would be a reminder of what is like to be inside the church” [S5]. This familiarity with the local church and its real size image supports a sense of presence: “she knows [the church and] she was sort of sitting there, looking at it like there was a very familiar environment [...] she must have felt as if she was in the church” [F8]. While cinema and church experiences also support remembering, the staged experience of restaurant dining provides novelty: “we set the tables, just like in a restaurant, and when we had the Chinese one [...] we had the chant music with the pagodas in the background [as photos]” [S3], and enjoyable immersion: “when we came for the Chinese meal with mom, you felt you were in a Chinese [restaurant] with all the lanterns [...] it felt, really, quite vivid, the feeling of being there” [F9]. By supporting a sense of presence: “[one evening we had] Bollywood scenes and [...] suddenly she was of the dancing and the music; she was kind of engaged within” [S7]. Staged experiences were particularly appreciated as the residents’ physical declining increasingly limited their access to such places: “she’s a bit frustrated about her mobility [and is also] incontinent so she worries [...] we can’t really take her to a restaurant or a café” [F6].

“Seen” Music: Sensory Stimulation & Mood Regulation
Findings indicate that different types of music support different levels of sensory stimulation, which in increasing order are: classical music, vocal upbeat music, ballroom music and dancing, and karaoke singing. The highest levels of stimulation relate to residents not just listening but also watching ballroom dancers, or engaging in singing: “By default I would put the relaxing [videos] on [nature sounds or classical music], but if I feel that somebody is getting a bit restless, I might put on ballroom dancing [for not much than an hour] as they can’t concentrate longer. [And] I tend to put karaoke [...] mostly if [one resident] is getting agitated [because] generally that helps, and others might come in and join us [...] she used to teach music [...] so she responds to that [...] today we also had golf on for quite a long time because one lady loves looking at it” [S2]. This quote indicates intentional selection of music to meet residents’ needs for mood regulation, which extends a similar intervention with relaxing or upbeat music being delivered on a media player in the main room: “sometimes, they want to sleep so I put some classical music on, and sometimes they are very chatty and I put a bit of upbeat Bill Haley on but not too loud because that will get on their nerves” [S3]. While these activities are engaging and stimulating on radio, when delivered on the DementiaWall they enable also a performative stance, where the ‘music can be seen’ through people playing, singing, or dancing. As a result, residents “watching” instead of merely “listening” music have a richer - more immersive and embodied experience: “she liked watching [...] dancing and when I was in there watching, she reached out to the screen” [F2]. Such activities are also enjoyed because they are shared enabling residents to further see and enact bodily movement through music: “yesterday, mom was in there watching others sing along and she was doing ‘Roll up the barrel’ [popular polka song from the WWII happily singing along” [F3].

Collectively Relevant & Personal Media: Reminiscing
Two key findings regarding reminiscing interventions on the DementiaWall are the limited use of personal photos, and the extensive use of online generic content which we call collectively relevant: “things that they are going to remember and relate to: [past life themes from] 1930s [to] 60s [...] clothes, transport, education, holidays, kitchen of the [time] [as many] of them [were] housewives [...] Quite a few of them might say, ‘I really enjoyed that, thank you’ or they become more animated [...] Two of them don’t have children [so we] have to do more one-to-one [reminiscing]” [S2]. Such content, used in group reminiscing activities, consists of prototypical generational experiences from residents’ reminiscing bumph periods; the last to be lost in dementia [43]. Such life size, often black and white content and its soundtrack from the media at the time, allows links to personal memories, and almost a sense of presence back in time. While largely effective, such generational experiences tend to be however embedded within the broader UK social culture, becoming less relevant to a few residents of different ethnicities: “[these activities] were relevant to the other residents, but obviously for mom [born and raised in East Africa], they are not” [F9].

We also mentioned the limited use of residents’ photos on the DementiaWall and associated confidentiality concerns. An important outcome is that towards the end of the year we have started to see such uses emerging while accounting for privacy. Indeed, in a few instances when personal photos were displayed, they were used to support individual rather than group reminiscing, with facilitation from family members. One such activity was requested by F9: “[because] my mother would have different kinds of memory [of the sea without] sandcastles and buckets and all. It would be just the tropical beach”, so “the family brought in [sea] pictures on a CD, and we put them on the screen [as slide show and they all watched and helped her] remember and were very, very supportive” [S9]. These activities suggest that the extended use of DementiaWall was
associated with the incorporation of personal material sourced by families, rather than only by the care staff. Prior technologies allowed one-to-one reminiscing using residents’ photo albums and tablet-based technology [120]. Compared to these, the DementiaWall allowed access to larger, real size images supporting a sense of presence and addressing visual impairment: “I’ve been […] looking at photographs in her album with her. And they are tiny, because it was 1940s, so there is very small detail, so you can guess what enlarged would be […] she’d be fascinated” [55].

**DISCUSSION**

The significant engagement and adoption of the DementiaWall through the identified psychosocial interventions, has led to increased use over its year-long deployment, and participants’ strong attachment, as the display became woven in the fabric of the residential care home. This is an important outcome, as consistent findings on public displays have shown limited engagement and adoption [12, 14, 46], or that their immediate novelty does not last beyond 6 months [50]. Part of the DementiaWall’s successful domestication and long-term adoption can be linked to a breadth of key factors previously suggested [46, 50] to supporting engagement such as its high value for residents, families and care staff and therefore their motivation to engage; low skill requirement and easy interaction, home owners’ acting as strong champions, and its flexible support for multiple functions provided by the different interventions. We also add to these the importance of participatory research approach to deployment, which contrasts previous findings indicating its impact on reducing the novelty effect [50].

In particular, the DementiaWall inspired novel interventions, two of which leverage music and reminiscing therapeutic approaches. We have seen however key differences between these interventions delivered on the DementiaWall and their closest traditional counterparts. First, the DementiaWall facilitated richer experiences: multisensory, immersive, and embodied across all four interventions from the movement and sound of real size nature scenes, or music players and dancers, to the real size images from the past and their sound track, and of course to the staged experiences with rich digital and physical props. Second, through its ease of use, the DementiaWall allowed scaling up the delivery of these interventions over the entire year while many structured interventions last at most four months. Finally, the DementiaWall flexibly supported all four types of interventions through the increasingly familiar wall-sized display and different media content, easily sourced online by the care staff to address in-the-moment residents’ individual and collective stimulation needs. By becoming integrated in residents’ routines, the attachment to the DementiaWall attracted more people to its room, offering opportunities for more interventions which, importantly, have not replaced traditional ones taking place in the home, but innovatively extended them. While three interventions facilitated increased stimulation: sensory, social, and cognitive, the nature-based one supported what we would call a more balanced stimulation leveraging the restorative value of nature [16] media, similar to sensory garden [37] and the principle of reduced stimulation [15], predominantly reflected in our findings through slow and rhythmic movement of water. In the staged experience intervention which facilitated sensory and social stimulation, the focus was on the social interactions augmented by the display for traveling with loved ones to old times and places.

While large displays have been shown to connect physical spaces for enjoyment [5, 10, 36, 38], the DementiaWall also facilitated **togetherness**, an important benefit in care homes [40]. The sensory stimulation in music intervention confirmed the value of instrumental, slow tempo, low volume music for relaxation [67], and of upbeat rhythmic music for engagement [63], but also the value of seeing real life human bodies playing music, singing or dancing, which allowed for richer embodied experience. These insights on the value of different media items for specific stimulation needs can open up new design opportunities for dementia technologies. We can think of ambient displays responding to noise level to provide adaptive image spaces and soundscapes leveraging the benefits of natural movement [33] for wellbeing and relaxation, or opportunities to design for **comfortable silences** through which families and their loved ones can share embodied experiences of togetherness, emphasizing “being” rather than “doing”. We can also imagine novel multimodal interfaces allowing for music to be “seen” through embodied, shared experiences of movement and rhythm.

**Strengthening Personhood through Exercising Choice**

Outcomes indicate several ways in which the DementiaWall supported personhood, from celebrating togetherness to providing residents with ample and consistent opportunities to make decisions regarding their interaction with the display, both explicitly through choosing to: be in the room, watch the displayed content or request specific content; to more tacit forms of interaction through which their interests and moods informed the care staff’s choice of tailored content. These outcomes are significant, given that findings have shown that being informed of available choices, and having one’s personal interests accounted for, may be more important for personhood in dementia than the decision making itself [64]. Our outcomes complement the HCI emphasis on the agency of interacting with materials and creating something new through crafts [19, 118], with the provision of opportunities to exercise choice in care setting [32, 103]. Without being mutually exclusive, these two approaches echo Archer’s [4] distinction between supporting what people do, and what they say.

**Generic vs Personal Content; Public vs Private Use**

The use of the DementiaWall for group reminiscing highlighted more extensive use of generic content than previously explored, i.e., recreation, entertainment and local life themes [2], albeit with stronger injection of personal relevance, going beyond individual’s personal interests [3]. Study outcomes indicate different strategies for injecting personal relevance into online generic content by leveraging similarities among residents’ lives both temporal, in terms of shared generational experiences particularly from residents’ reminiscing bump periods [43] such as WWII; and spatial, in terms of shared local knowledge of the town and its surroundings. Generic content was also sourced to reflect residents’ commonly shared identities and interests, as most of them were housewives with
interests in domestic activities. These outcomes are important as they challenge the advocated dichotomy between generic and personalized content [2, 3]. In contrast with the extensive use of such generic content on the DementiaWall, personal content was limited due to either confidentiality issues, or the nature of the content consumption in a public room. We have seen however emerging novel uses of private photos consumed, in restricted public context, solely by the resident and her family. This opens up an interesting design space for novel forms of consumption of personal material on public displays for both personal and collective reminiscing, extending the current restricted use of personal content to small screens [20, 122], with the need for more nuanced understanding of sharing practices for vulnerable users [17].

The Value of Participatory Research in Domestication

We now turn our attention to the domestication of the DementiaWall and its qualities as infrastructure prototype, while highlighting also the importance of participatory design and research approach. Before doing that, we note that there are diverse and competing approaches to how participatory design is defined and used in HCI [73, 30, 39, 115]. DementiaWall was successfully domesticated despite the significant alterations at Space layer, which previous work suggested that should be kept minimal for the domestication of internet technologies [29], screens and cameras [110], energy monitors [94], or digital media [83]. Thus, what appears to matter for our wall-sized display is not merely minimal alterations, but active engagement from the care staff in sourcing its content. Our participatory research approach to the domestication of the DementiaWall allowed for the emergence of research-informed, naturalistic interventions, outside researchers’ authoritative influence and academic privilege [70]. In this way, we transitioned from collaborative to collegiate researchers, working with the care staff towards mutual learning and sharing of research authority [18] while they led the co-design of the interventions. The value of ubiquitous infrastructures for enabling novel activities with user-driven media content has been referred to as opportunity space [45], and we argue that the exploration of this space can be more impactful through participatory research approach. Ownership, as key aspect of participatory research, also surfaced in our project as the wall-sized display become part of the fabric of the care home. Given its high quality screens and complex mounting, the DementiaWall’s cost is beyond the reach of most small-to-medium size care facilities, raising thus challenges for sustainable use. We made a commitment to extend the use of the DementiaWall until we provide alternative cost effective solutions such as projectors which would have to address owners’ initial concerns of quality, heat, noise and aesthetics. We have already started to develop lab-based prototypes using lighting projector with low visual noise designed to mimic the appearance of spotlights for which any wall with surface treatment may act as screen. These efforts are aimed to ensure sustained capacity for our collaboration as a key aspect of participatory research.

Infrastructure-based Prototypes

We define infrastructure-based prototype as consisting of complex large-scale infrastructure deployed for continuous long-term use, in real settings, to support a generic functionality whose content can be creatively explored to support different social practices. A useful metaphor for infrastructure-based prototypes is that of “blank canvas” on which users, as curators of content, can draw on.

Reflecting on the generative quality of the DementiaWall as such a prototype, we start by acknowledging the distinction between generative and evaluative design approaches and their rather distinct methods for divergent ideation and converging synthesis, [11, 44] that has traditionally considered prototypes as technically implemented tools for evaluation, employed later in the design process. In contrast, generative tools emphasise playful exploration [11, 47, 116] with limited technical implementation of their main function, and employed earlier in the design cycle to identify future design options. However, as our findings show, the long-term deployment of the DementiaWall prototype allowed not just its positive evaluation leading to strong attachment, but also its generative quality, as it become creatively appropriated for different psychosocial interventions. This generative quality relates to novel current uses served by the same main function, i.e., sourcing of online content, rather than different future functions like in the case of the generativity supported by technology probes [11, 47].

Thus, our outcomes indicate the DementiaWall’s potential to be used for both evaluation and generative purposes, the importance of which has been indicated [42, 86] at theoretical level through strong concepts [44] and other types of design knowledge [97], but explored less at artifact level. In our case, the generic functionality was: online content sourcing, and social practices: psychosocial interventions, but we can think at other scenarios decoupling function from content generation such as the one of music composition, illustrated for instance by A20 technology probe using “musical instrument” metaphor of open ended system [8], similar to our “blank canvas” metaphor. Our method and infrastructure-based prototype may also be relevant to other research areas such as urban screen design [74], or pervasive displays [24, 22, 25, 23, 106] which future work could further explore.

CONCLUSIONS

Our exploration of the DementiaWall’s domestication over its year-long deployment suggests the value of large displays for personhood in dementia which has been supported by four specific interventions addressing distinct stimulation needs. We advance the theory for collective reminiscing technologies through a more nuanced discussion of the tension between generic/personal content and its public/private use, and on domestication by highlighting the importance of participatory research, and of the generative quality of the DementiaWall as a novel infrastructure-based prototype.
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